
Odd one out 

 Put out three objects or pictures, two with names 

that rhyme and one with a name that does not. Ask 

the child to identify the ‘odd one out’: the name that 

does not rhyme.  
 Start with a small set of words that can then be 

extended. The children need to be familiar with the 

rhyming word families before they can use them in a 

game – spend time looking at the pictures and 

talking about the pairs. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

I spy names 

 With a small group of children sitting in a circle, 
start the game by saying I spy someone whose name 

begins with… and give the sound of the first letter, 
for example ‘s’ for Satish. 

 Then ask: Who can it be? Satish stands up, everyone 

says his name and he carries on the game, saying I spy 

someone whose name begins with…, and so on.  
 If any children call out the name before the child 

with that name, still let the child whose name it is 

take the next turn. 
 If the children find separating out the first sound 

too hard in the early stages, the adult can continue 

to be the caller until they get the hang of it. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 



  

Digging for treasure 

 Collect two sets of objects suitable for use in the 

sand tray. Each set of objects must have names 

beginning with the same initial sound.  
 Choose initial sounds for each set that sound very 

different from one another. Bury the objects in 

preparation for the session. 
 As the children uncover the treasure, group the 

objects by initial sound and each time another is 

added recite the content of that set: Wow! You’ve 

found a car. Now we have a cup, a cow, a candle and a 

car. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Bertha goes to the zoo 

 Set up a small toy zoo and join the children as they 

play with it. Use a toy bus and a bag of animal toys 

with names starting with the same sound (e.g. a lion, a 

lizard, a leopard, a llama and a lobster) to act out 

this story.  
 Chant the following rhyme and allow each child in 

turn to draw an animal out of the bag and add an 

animal name to the list of animals spotted at the 

zoo. 
Bertha the bus is going to the zoo, 
Who does she see as she passes through? 
… a pig, a panda, a parrot and a polar bear. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 



Tony the Train’s busy day 

 Use a toy train and selection of objects starting 

with the same sound. A small group of children sits 

in a circle or facing the front so they can see 

objects placed on the floor. Use the props to act out 

a story with the train. 
It was going to be a busy day for Tony. He had lots to do 

before bedtime. So many packages to deliver and so many 

passengers to carry. He set out very early, leaving all 

the other engines at the station, and hurried off down 

the track, clackedy clack down the track, clackedy clack 

down the track… 

But he hadn’t gone very far when…!!! He saw something up 

ahead lying on the tracks. 
‘Oh no!’ yelled Tony. ‘I must s – t – o – p.’ And he did stop, 
just in time. To Tony’s surprise 

there on the track lay a big brown bear, fast asleep. 
‘I had better warn the others,’ thought Tony and so he 

hurried back to the station, clackedy clack going back, 
clackedy clack going back. Tony arrived at the station 

quite out of puff. ‘Whatever is the matter?’ said the other 

engines. ‘Toot, toot, mind the…big, 
brown bear’ panted Thomas. ‘He’s fast asleep on the 

track.’ ‘Thank you,’ said the others, ‘We certainly will.’ 
 Continue with the whole object set and encourage 

the children to join in with saying the growing list 

of objects. Remember to give emphasis to the initial 

sound. 
 The aim is to have the group chant along with you as 

you recite the growing list of objects that Tony 

finds lying on the track. Make up your own story 

using the props and ask: What do you think happens 

next? 
 

 



Musical corners 

 Put a chair in each corner of the room, or outdoors. 
Collect four sets of objects, each set containing 

objects with names that start with the same sound. 
(Four different initial sounds are represented.) Keep 

back one object from each set and place the 

remaining sets on each of the four chairs. 
 At first, the children sit in a circle or facing you. 

Name each of the four sets of objects, giving 

emphasis to the initial sound. 
 Explain that now there will be music to move 

around or dance to and that when the music stops 

the children are to listen. You will show them an 

object and they should go to the corner where they 

think it belongs. 
 

 

 
 Our sound box/Bag 

 Make collections of objects with names beginning 

with the same sound.  
 Create a song, such as ‘What have we got in our 

sound box today?’ and then show the objects one at 

a time. Emphasise the initial sound (e.g. s-s-s-snake, s-s-s-
sock, s-s-s-sausage) 

 

 

 
 



  

Mirror play 

 Provide a mirror for each child or one large enough 

for the group to gather in front of.  
 Play at making faces and copying movements of the 

lips and tongue.  
 Introduce sound making in the mirror and discuss the 

way lips move, for example, when sounding out ‘p’ and 

‘b’, the way that tongues poke out for ‘th’, the way 

teeth and lips touch for ‘f’ and the way lips shape 

the sounds ‘sh’ and ‘m’. 
 

 

 
 

Silly soup 

 Provide the children with a selection of items with 

names that begin with the same sound. 
 Show them how you can make some ‘silly soup’ by 

putting ‘ingredients’ (e.g. a banana, bumble bee and bug) 
into a pan in the role-play area. 

 Allow the children to play and concoct their own 

recipes. Play alongside them without influencing 

their choices. Commentate and congratulate the 

children on their silly recipes. 
 Recite each child’s list of chosen ingredients. Make 

the pattern clear by emphasising the initial sound.  
 By observing mouth movements draw the children’s 

attention to the way we start each word and form 

sounds. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 



Voice sounds 

 Show children how they can make sounds with their 

voices, for example: 
Make your voice go down a slide – wheee! 
Make your voice bounce like a ball – boing, boing 

Sound really disappointed – oh 

Hiss like a snake – ssssss 

Keep everyone quiet – shshshsh 

Gently moo like a cow – mmmoooo 

Look astonished – oooooo! 
Be a steam train – chchchchch 

Buzz like a bumble bee – zzzzzzz 

Be a clock – tick tock. 
This can be extended by joining single speech sounds into 

pairs (e.g. ee-aw like a donkey). 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Making trumpets 

 Make amplifiers (trumpet shapes) from simple cones of 

paper or lightweight card and experiment by making 

different noises through the cones.  
 Model sounds for the children: the up and down wail 

of a siren, the honk of a fog horn, a peep, peep, peep of 

a bird. 
 Contrast loud and soft sounds. Invite the children to 

share their favourite sound for the rest of the 

group to copy. Use the trumpets to sound out 

phonemes that begin each child’s name. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



  

Metal Mike 

 Encourage a small group of children to sit in a 

circle or facing the front so they can see you and 

Metal Mike (a toy robot computer).  
 Have ready a bag of pictures of objects (e.g. cat, dog, 

mug, sock) and sound out and blend the phonemes in 

their names.  
 Ask each child in turn to take out a picture or an 

object from a bag. Hold it up and tell the group that 

Metal Mike is a computer and so he talks with a 

robot voice.  
 Ask the children to name the object as Metal Mike 

would and demonstrate it for them in a robotic 

voice (e.g.‘c-a-t’). Feed the object or picture into Metal 

Mike and encourage the group first to listen to you 

and then join in as you say the word exaggerating 

the sound of each phoneme, followed by blending the 

phonemes to make the word. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Oral blending 

 Use only single-syllable words for oral blending. 
 Oral blending can also be modelled from time to time 

when books are being shared, particularly rhyming 

books where the last word in a rhyming couplet 

could be segmented into separate sounds and then 

blended by the adult. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



  

Toy talk 

 Introduce to the children a soft toy that can only 

speak in ‘sound-talk’. The children see the toy 

whispering in the adult’s ear. To add to the activity, 
as the toy whispers the adult repeats the sounds, 
looks puzzled and then says the word straight 

afterwards. For example:What would Charlie like for 

tea today? The toy speaks silently in the adult’s ear 

and the adult repeats ‘ch-ee-se’ looking puzzled and 

then, says with relief ‘cheese!’  
 Now invite the children to see if they can speak like 

the toy: Do you think you could try to toy talk? Say 

ch-ee-se: (the children repeat ‘ch-ee-se’). Ask the toy again 

What else would you like? Be careful to think of 

items with names of only single syllables (e.g. fish, 
cake, pie, soup). Use different scenarios: What does the 

toy like to do in the playground? (hop, skip, jump, run, 
etc.). As the children become more confident, make 

some errors – blend ‘skim’ for ‘skip’, for example, and 

ask them to catch you out by giving the correct 

blend. 
 Encourage the children to ask the toy questions 

with yes/no answers (e.g. Can you sing? Y-e-s/N-o). Or ask 

the toy the colour of his bike, his bedroom walls, his 

jumper, etc. and the toy will answer r-e-d, b-l-ue, g-r-ee-n, 
m-au-ve. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 



Clapping sounds 

Think of words using the letters ‘s, a, t, p, i, n’ (e.g. sat, pin, 
nip, pat, tap, pit, pip) and sound them out, clapping each 

phoneme with the children in unison, then blend the 

phonemes to make the whole word orally. 
As children’s confidence develops, ask individuals to 

demonstrate this activity to others. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Which one? 
 Lay out a selection of familiar objects with names 

that contain three phonemes (e.g. leaf, sheep, soap, fish, 
sock, bus). Check that all the children can recognise 

each object.  
 Bring out the sound-talking toy and ask the children 

to listen carefully while it says the names of one of 

the objects in sound-talk so they can help it to put 

the sounds together and say the word.  
 The toy then sound-talks the word, leaving a short 

gap between each sound. Encourage the children to 

say the word and identify the object. All the 

children can then repeat the sounds and blend them 

together – it is important that they do this and 

don’t simply listen to the adult doing so. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 



Cross the river 

 Choose a selection of objects with two or three 

phonemes as above. There can be more than one of the 

same object. Make a river across the floor or ground 

outside with chalk or ropes. Give each child or pair 

of children an object and check that all the children 

know the names of the objects.  
 The toy calls out the name of an object in sound-talk 

(e.g. p-e-g). The children who have that object blend the 

sounds to make the word and cross the river. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

I spy 

 Place on the floor or on a table a selection of 

objects with names containing two or three 

phonemes (e.g. zip, hat, comb, cup, chain, boat, tap, ball). 
Check that all the children know the names of the 

objects. The toy says I spy with my little eye a z-i-p. 
 Then invite a child to say the name of the object and 

hold it up. All the children can then say the 

individual phonemes and blend them together ‘z-i-p, 
zip’.  

 When the children have become familiar with this 

game use objects with names that start with the 

same initial phoneme (e.g. cat, cap, cup, cot, comb, kite). 
This will really encourage the children to listen and 

then blend right through the word, rather than 

relying on the initial sound. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



  

Say the sounds 

 When the children are used to hearing the toy say 

words in sound-talk and blending the individual 

sounds to make words, you may be able to ask some 

children to see whether they can speak in sound-talk.  
 Choose some objects with three-phoneme names that 

you are sure the children know and hide them in a 

box or bag. Allow one of the children to see an 

object, and then ask them to try to say the separate 

sounds in the name of the object, just like the toy 

does (e.g. d-u-ck). The other children then blend the 

sounds together to make the word. The child can 

then reveal the object to show whether the other 

children are right. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 



 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Playing with words 

 Gather together a set of familiar objects with 

names that have varying syllable patterns (e.g. pencil, 
umbrella, camera, xylophone).  

 Show the objects to the children, name them and 

talk about what they are used for. Wait for the 

children to share some of their experiences of the 

objects; for instance, some of them will have used a 

camera. Then encourage them to think about how the 

name of the object sounds and feels as they say it. 
 Think about the syllables and clap them out as you 

say each word. Then clap the syllables for a word 

without saying it and ask: What object could that be? 
 As children gain confidence try some long words like 

binoculars, telephone, dinosaur. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Rhyming puppets 

 Make up silly rhyming names for a pair of puppets (e.g. 
Fizzy Wizzy Lizzy and Hob Tob Bob). Introduce the 

puppets to a small group and invite them to join in 

story telling, leaving gaps for the children to fill in 

rhyming words, for example: 
 Are you poorly Lizzy? Oh dear. Fizzy Wizzy Lizzy is 

feeling sick and…dizzy. Bob is very excited. Today he 

is going to be a builder. Hob Tob Bob has got a 

new…job. 
 

 

 

 

 



  

Rhyming soup 

 Ask a small group to sit in a circle so they can see a 

selection of rhyming objects (e.g. rat, hat, cat) placed 

on the floor. Use a bowl and spoon as props to act 

out the song. 
 Invite the children, in turn, to choose an object to 

put into the soup and place it in the bowl. After each 

turn, stir the soup and sing the following song to 

recite the growing list of things that end up in the 

soup. 
 Sing the first part of the song to the tune of ‘Pop 

Goes the Weasel’: 
I’m making lots of silly soup 

I’m making soup that’s silly 

I’m going to cook it in the fridge 

To make it nice and chilly 

In goes… a fox… a box… some socks… 

  

 

 

 

 

 
 

Rhyming bingo 

 Give each child in a small group a set of three 

pictures of objects with rhyming names. 
 Hide in a bag a set of pictures or objects matching 

the pictures you have given to the children. 
 The children take turns to draw out of the bag one 

object or picture at a time. Invite the children to 

call out when they see an object or picture that 

rhymes with theirs and to collect it from the child 

who has drawn it from the bag. 
 After each rhyming set is completed chant together 

and list the rhyming names. As you name objects give 

emphasis to the rhyming pattern. 
 

 

 

 



  

Instrumental sounds- Noisy neighbour 2 

(See ‘Noisy neighbour 1’.) 
 Ask the children to suggest a suitable ending to the 

story. Discuss noises they like, noises that make them 

excited and noises that make them feel cross or sad.  
 Ask when it is a good time to be noisy, and when it is 

best to be quiet or speak softly (e.g. when we need to 

listen). List the suggestions. 
 Ask Is this a time to be noisy or quiet?  as you 

present scenarios such as when children are: at the 

swimming pool; in the library; at a party; with 

someone who is asleep; in the park; at a friend’s 

house when the friend is poorly; playing hide and 

seek. 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

The Pied Piper 

 Tell the story of the Pied Piper of Hamelin. Use 

different instruments for the Piper to play, with 

children moving in different ways in response.  
 The child at the front decides on the movement and 

the rest of the group move in the same way. They 

follow the leader around the indoor or outdoor 

space, marching, skipping and hopping – vary the pace 

and describe the action: Fast, faster, slow, slower. 
 Introduce and model new words by acting them out 

(e.g. briskly, rapidly, lazily, sluggishly, energetically) 
for the children to copy and explore by acting them 

out in different ways. 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 



  

Instrumental sounds- Noisy neighbour 1 

This game needs two adults to lead it. 
 Tell a simple story about a noisy neighbour and 

invite the children to join in. Begin with: Early one 

morning, the children were all fast sleep – (ask the 

children to close their eyes and pretend to sleep) – 
when all of a sudden they heard a sound from the 

house next door. 
 At this point the second adult makes a sound from 

behind the screen. The story teller continues: Wake 

up children. What’s that noise? 
 The children take it in turns to identify the sound 

and then the whole group are encouraged to join in 

with: Noisy neighbour, please be quiet. We are trying 

to sleep. 
 Repeat the simple story line with another sound (e.g. 

snoring, brushing teeth, munching cornflakes, 
yawning, stamping feet, washing). 

 Encourage the children to add their own ideas to the 

story about the noisy neighbour. 
 

 

 

 
 



  

Instrumental sounds- Roly poly 

Rehearse the rhyme with the actions (rotating hand over 

hand as in the song ‘Wind the bobbin up’). 
Ro … ly … po … ly … ever … so … slowly 

Ro … ly … poly faster. 
(Increase the speed of the action as you increase the speed 

of the rhyme.) 
Now add in new verses, such as: 
Stamp … your … feet … ever … so … slowly 

Stamp … your feet faster. 
Ask the children to suggest sounds and movements to be 

incorporated into the song. 
Say hello ever so quietly 

Say HELLO LOUDER! 
 

 
 Instrumental sounds- Follow the sound 

 Invite a small group of children to sit in a circle. The 

adult begins by producing a body percussion sound, 
which is then ‘passed’ to the child sitting next to 

them such as clap, clap, clap.  
 The sound is to be passed around the circle until it 

returns to the adult. Ask: Do you think that the 

sound stayed the same all the way round? What 

changed? Did it get faster or slower? 
 Make the activity more difficult by introducing a 

simple sequence of sounds for the children to pass 

on (e.g. clap, stamp, clap). 
 

 

 
 



  

Instrumental sounds- Animal sounds 

 Provide a variety of animal puppets or toys and a 

range of instruments. Encourage the children to play 

with the instruments and the animals.  
 Discuss matching sounds to the animals. Give a choice 

of two instruments to represent a child’s chosen 

animal and ask the children to choose which sound is 

the better fit: Which one sounds most like the mouse? 
What do you think, David? 

 
 

Instrumental sounds- Listen to the music 

 Introduce one musical instrument and allow each 

child in the small group to try playing it.  
 Ask the children to perform an action when the 

instrument is played (e.g. clap, jump, wave). The children 

can take turns at being leader. Ask the child who is 

leading to produce different movements for others 

to copy.  
 As the children become more confident, initiate simple 

repeated sequences of movement (e.g. clap, clap, jump). 
Suggest to the children that they could make up 

simple patterns of sounds for others to copy. Ask the 

children to think about how the music makes them 

feel and let them move to the music. 
 

 



  

Instrumental sounds- Story sounds 

 As you read or tell stories, encourage the children to 

play their instruments in different ways (e.g. Make 

this instrument sound like giant’s footsteps, … a 

fairy fluttering, … a cat pouncing, … an elephant 

stamping).  
 Invite them to make their own suggestions for 

different characters (e.g. How might Jack’s feet sound 

as he tiptoes by the sleeping giant? And what about 

when he runs fast to escape down the beanstalk?).  
 As the children become familiar with the pattern of 

the story, each child could be responsible for a 

different sound. 
 

 
 

Instrumental sounds- Hidden instruments 

 Hide the instruments around the setting, indoors or 

outdoors, before the children arrive. 
 Ask the children to look for the instruments. As each 

instrument is discovered the finder plays it and the 

rest of the group run to join the finder.  
 Continue until all the instruments are found to make 

an orchestra. 
 

 

 
 



  

Instrumental sounds - Matching sound makers 

 Show pairs of sound makers (e.g. maracas, triangles) to 

a small group of children. Place one set of the sound 

makers in a feely bag. 
 The children take turns to select a sound maker from 

the feely bag. Once all the children have selected a 

sound maker, remind them to listen carefully.  
 Play a matching sound maker. The child with that 

sound maker stands up and plays it. 
 This activity can be adapted by playing the sound 

maker behind a screen so that the children have to 

identify it by the sound alone.  
 

 

Instrumental sounds- Matching sounds 

 Invite a small group of children to sit in a circle. 
Provide a selection of percussion instruments.  

 One child starts the game by playing an instrument. 
The instrument is then passed round the circle and 

each child must use it to make the same sound or 

pattern of sounds as the leader.  
 Start with a single sound to pass round the circle, 

and then gradually increase the difficulty by having 

a more complex sequence of sounds or different 

rhythms. 
 

 



  

ENVIRONMENTAL SOUNDS---Describe and find it 

 Set up a model farmyard. Describe one of the animals 

but do not tell the children its name. Say, for example: 
This animal has horns, four legs and a tail.  

 Ask them to say which animal it is. Ask them to make 

the noise the animal might make. When they are 

familiar with the game let individual children take 

the part of the adult and describe the animal for the 

others to name. 
This activity can be repeated with other sets of objects 

such as zoo animals, toy sets based on transport (e.g. 
aeroplane, car, train, bus, boat) and musical instruments. It 

can be made more challenging BY INTRODUCING SETS OF 

RANDOM OBJECTS TO DESCRIBE AND NAME, 

Instrumental sounds - Grandmother’s footsteps 

 ‘Grandmother’ has a range of instruments and the 

children decide what movement goes with which 

sound (e.g. shakers for running on tip-toe, triangle for 

fairy steps). 
 First an adult will need to model being Grandmother. 

Then a child takes the role. 
 Grandmother stands with her back to the others and 

plays an instrument. The other children move 

towards Grandmother in the manner of the 

instrument while it is playing. 
 They stop when it stops. The first person to reach 

Grandmother takes over that role and the game 

starts again. 
 

 



  

Instrumental sounds - Which instrument? 
 This activity uses two identical sets of instruments. 

Give the children the opportunity to play one set to 

introduce the sounds each instrument makes and 

name them all.  
 Then one child hides behind a screen and chooses one 

instrument from the identical set to play. The other 

children have to identify which instrument has been 

played. 
 Develop the activity by playing a simple rhythm or by 

adding a song to accompany the instrument (e.g. There 

is a music man. Clap your hands) while the hidden 

instrument is played. This time the listening children 

have to concentrate very carefully, discriminating 

between their own singing and the instrument being 

played. 
 

INSTRUMENTAL SOUNDS---Adjust the volume 

 Two children sit opposite each other with identical 

instruments. 
 Ask them to copy each other making loud sounds and 

quiet sounds. It may be necessary to demonstrate 

with two adults copying each other first. Then try 

the activity with an adult with one child. 
 Use cards giving picture cues of a megaphone and 

fingers on lips to represent loud or quiet.  
 



  

Environmental sounds - Mrs Browning has a box 

Turn a box on its side with the opening facing away from 

the children. 
 One by one place between four and six familiar noisy 

items (e.g. a set of keys, crisp packet, squeaky toy) into 

the box, pausing to name them and demonstrate the 

sound each one makes. 
 Sing to the tune of ‘Old MacDonald’ but using your 

own name or one of the children’s: 
Mrs…has a box ee i ee i o 

And in that box she has a… 

 Stop. Gesture and ask the children to listen. 
 Handle one of the objects in the box, out of sight, to 

make a noise. The children take it in turns to guess 

what is making the sound. 
 Continue the song but imitating the sound using your 

voice. 
With a zzz zzz here and a zzz zzz there… 

 Allow the children to take a turn at making a noise 

from inside the box and use their names as you sing. 
 

INSTRUMENTAL SOUNDS-Socks and shakers 

 Partially fill either opaque plastic bottles or the 

toes of socks with noisy materials (e.g. rice, peas, 
pebbles, marbles, shells, coins).  

 Ask the children to shake the bottles or socks and 

identify what is inside from the sound the items make. 
From the feel and the sound of the noisy materials 

encourage the children to talk about them. Ask 

questions such as: Where might we find shells and 

pebbles? 
 



  

Environmental sounds - Drum outdoors 

 Give each child a beater or make drumsticks, for 

example using short sticks.  
 Encourage the children to explore the outdoor area 

and discover how different sounds are made by 

tapping or stroking, with their beaters, a wooden 

door, a wire fence, a metal slide, and a few items such 

as pipes and upturned pots you have ‘planted’. 
 The activity could be recorded and/or photographed. 
 Ask each child to demonstrate their favourite sound 

for the rest of the group. The whole group can join in 

and copy. 
 Ask each child to take up position ready to make 

their favourite sound. An adult or a child acts as 

conductor and raises a beater high in the air to 

signal the children to play loudly and lowers it to 

signal playing softly. 
 

Environmental sounds - Teddy is lost in the jungle 

 One child (the rescuer) is taken aside while a teddy 

bear is hidden somewhere in the room.  
 Tell the other children they are going to guide the 

rescuer to the teddy by singing louder as the rescuer 

gets closer to, or quietly as the rescuer moves 

further away from the teddy. 
 Alternatively lead the children in singing a familiar 

song, rhyme or jingle, speeding up and slowing down 

to guide the rescuer. 
 



 

Environmental Sounds - Listening walk 

 This is a listening activity that can take place 

indoors or outdoors. 
 Remind the children about the things that good 

listeners do (e.g. keep quiet, have ears and eyes ready). 
 Invite the children to show you how good they are 

at listening and talk about why listening carefully 

is important.  
 Encourage the children to listen attentively to the 

sounds around them. Talk about the different sounds 

they can hear. The children could use ‘cupped ears’ or 

make big ears on headbands to wear as they go on the 

listening walk.  
 Make a list of all the sounds they can remember. The 

list can be in words or pictures and prompted by 

replaying sounds recorded on the walk. 
 

Environmental sounds - A listening moment 

 Remind the children how to be good listeners and 

invite them to show how good they are at listening 

by remembering all the sounds they hear when they 

listen for a moment. 
 It may be useful to use a sand timer to illustrate, for 

example, the passing of half a minute. Ask them what 

made each sound and encourage them to try to make 

the sound themselves. 

 


